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A MASTERPIECE IN EPIC HISTORICAL FANTASY - A NEW VOICE TO RIVAL DAVID GEMMELL OR GEORGE RR MARTIN A
great war has come to the land under the Northern Sky. Beyond the Black River, among the forests and mountains of the north,
lives an ancient race of people. Their lives are measured in centuries, not decades; they revel in wilderness and resilience, and
they scorn wealth and comfort. By contrast, those in the south live in the moment, their lives more fleeting. They crave wealth and
power, their ambition is limitless, and their cunning unmatched. When the armies of the south flood across the Black River, the
fragile peace between the two races is shattered. On a lightning-struck battlefield, the two sides will fight - for their people, for their
land, for their very survival. Two sides. One victor. The Wolf is a thrilling, savagely visceral, politically nuanced and unexpectedly
wry exploration of power and identity - and how far one will go to defend them. WHAT REVIEWERS ARE ALREADY SAYING
ABOUT CAREW'S BREATHTAKING FANTASY EPIC: 'The next George RR Martin' - Mail on Sunday 'Imagine Game of Thrones
rewritten by John le Carré . . . A marvellously accomplished debut' - Guardian 'Full of dark conspiracies, larger-than-life characters,
and tense battles' - Paul Hoffman, author of The Left Hand of God
Vast legions of gods, mages, humans, dragons and all manner of creatures play out the fate of the Malazan Empire in this first
book in a major epic fantasy series The Malazan Empire simmers with discontent, bled dry by interminable warfare, bitter infighting
and bloody confrontations with the formidable Anomander Rake and his Tiste Andii, ancient and implacable sorcerers. Even the
imperial legions, long inured to the bloodshed, yearn for some respite. Yet Empress Laseen's rule remains absolute, enforced by
her dread Claw assassins. For Sergeant Whiskeyjack and his squad of Bridgeburners, and for Tattersail, surviving cadre mage of
the Second Legion, the aftermath of the siege of Pale should have been a time to mourn the many dead. But Darujhistan, last of
the Free Cities of Genabackis, yet holds out. It is to this ancient citadel that Laseen turns her predatory gaze. However, it would
appear that the Empire is not alone in this great game. Sinister, shadowbound forces are gathering as the gods themselves
prepare to play their hand... Conceived and written on a panoramic scale, Gardens of the Moon is epic fantasy of the highest
order--an enthralling adventure by an outstanding new voice. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
After sneaking out against her mother's wishes, Artie Irvin spots a massive wolf--then watches it don a bathrobe and transform into
her mom. Thrilled to discover she comes from a line of werewolves, Artie asks her mom to share everything--including the story of
Artie's late father. Her mom reluctantly agrees. And to help Artie figure out her own wolflike abilities, her mom recruits some old
family friends. Artie thrives in her new community and even develops a crush on her new friend Maya. But as she learns the
history of werewolves and her own parents' past, she'll find that wolves aren't the scariest thing in the woods--vampires are.
She Needed A Savior. He Was A Man Willing To Risk It All. Rules Will Be Broken. But Will The Price Be Worth It? Ayesha Needed
A Savior...She only allows a few people to get close to her, having lost everyone she's cared about except her baby sister. When
Tiana is kidnapped, Ayesha's willing to do anything, even going toe-to-toe with a ruthless biker who makes her quiver in more than
just fear. King Makes His Own Rules...He's the president of one of the most notorious MC clubs on the West Coast, with affiliations
all the way across the country. He's not a man you want on your bad side, ever. However, there are things outsiders don't know
about, things that could get his brothers dead. When a feisty little sweet thing shows up at his club during a church meeting, he
finds he can't turn her away, nor can he deny the need to help her and her sister, even when it embroils his club. But, Some
Things Are Worth The Price You Have To Pay...If tracking down Ayesha's little sister is what it takes to get the woman out of his
head, then he'll do what he has to do. However, when he reunites the two, he'll walk away like he always does. She's too sweet for
the life of the MC. But, they say devil fools with the best laid plans. Welcome to the Royal Sons, y'all. They might seem like the
good guys, but they're hot, they're bad, they're dirty, and they're gonna drag you down to Hell with them, but you'll have a smile on
your face the entire time and you'll enjoy every minute of the ride. **If you like dominating sexy alpha men, and fast-paced
romance then you'll love the 3rd book in the Royal Sons MC by USA Today Bestselling author Elle Boon **
Nineteen folktales from around the world deal with robins, nightingales, wolves, crabs, parrots, dogs, dragons, cats, and
woodpeckers.
The first book in the classic vigilante action series from a “writer who spawned a genre” (The New York Times). Overseas, Mack
Bolan was dubbed “Sgt. Mercy” for the compassion he showed the innocent. On the home front, they’re calling him the
Executioner for what he’s doing to the guilty. In the jungles of Southeast Asia, American sniper Mack Bolan honed his skills. After
twelve years, with ninety-five confirmed hits, he returns home to Massachusetts. But it’s not to reunite with his family, it’s to bury
them—victims in a mass murder/suicide. Even though Bolan’s own father pulled the trigger, he knows the old man was no killer. He
was driven to madness by Mafia thugs who have turned his idyllic hometown into a new kind of war zone. Duty calls . . .
Introducing an action hero “who would make Jack Reacher think twice,” this is the first book in the iconic series of vigilante justice
that has become a publishing phenomenon (Empireonline.com). With more than two hundred million Executioner books sold since
its debut, the series continues to stimulate. Gerry Conway, cocreator of Marvel Comics’ The Punisher, credits the Executioner as
“my inspiration . . . that’s what gave me the idea for the lone, slightly psychotic avenger.” The series is also now in development
as a major motion picture. War Against the Mafia is the 1st book in the Executioner series, but you may enjoy reading the series in
any order.
Life is hard. Especially when you’re dead. Well, mostly dead. I thought I had it all, my life set with the perfect apartment, a well
paying job, and a hot boss who was into me. The downside? He’s a vampire, and where’s the possible future with an immortal
being when you’re simply human? The choice was too difficult, until he accidentally killed me. What a charmer. Too bad he did a
terrible job. Now I'm not alive, not vampire, and not fully dead apparently. But a whole new world is revealed to me, one of magic,
werewolves, shifters, and more. And when a young dead girl needs help, I find myself working with the two men I have feelings for.
Just my luck. What else could go wrong? ***PLEASE NOTE- Previously published as Ghostbound of the Portland Ivy series***
***This book contains adult scenes***
Iron Wolves Books 1-4 Plus Bonus Christmas Novella...Get the first four books of the bestselling Iron Wolves series by USA Today
Bestselling Author Elle Boon in this four book set. Four larger than life alphas, who are sexy as sin, yet when they find their mates,
they find a side to themselves they'd never known. You'll also find heroines who are never to stupid to live and are every bit as
amazing as the heroes.Warning: contains sexy alphas, fearsome fights, fiery love scenes and fiercely protective mates that can
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melt even the toughest feminine heart. Oh, and did I mention there's a crazy Fae Queen you can't help but love?Lyric's Accidental
Mate, book 1: A WOMAN IN NEED OF SAVING...A TOUGH AS NAILS SOLDIER...A LOVE BEYOND REASON...When They
Collide, everything changes... Xan's Feisty Mate, book 2: A FEMALE SHIFTER LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO LOVE...THE
ALPHA WITH AN ATTITUDE... What happens when someone threatens the woman he denies is his? He'll tear the world apart to
protect her. Kellen's Tempting Mate, book 3: AN UNDENIABLE BOND...THE BIG BAD ALPHA...A NOT SO NAÏVE SHE
WOLF...Will Kellen be able to claim his mate before she's taken away from him forever?Slater's Enchanted Mate, book 4:
WOUNDED AND HIDDEN FOR YEARS...NEVER ONE TO BACK DOWN...WHEN YOU STIR A HORNET'S NEST... When you
stir a hornet's nest...you should always be prepared for what might come out. An Iron Wolves Christmas Bonus: In this novella,
catch up on some of your favorite characters and see if our favorite sexy wolf, Xander Carmichael finally becomes a father after all
that practicing, or if a Christmas miracle isn't in the cards for this wolf and his sexy mate. "A must read paranormal story" New York
Times bestselling author LORA LEIGH"Hot Sassy paranormal romance! Ms. Boon writes a fantastic series." USA Bestselling
Author PATRICIA RASEY"Elle Boon's Iron Wolves MC, has it all--dangerous, compelling men and smart, sassy women. These
shifters will do whatever it takes to protect what is theirs. They'll make you long for an Iron Wolf all your own." New York Times &
USA bestselling author N.j. Walters. Night Owl Reviews Top Pick Just when you think you know where Ms Boon is going with her
Iron Wolves MC she gives you a twist that you never expected. These are fast paced paranormal erotic romances and I can't wait
until the next story comes out. I wonder what new twist Ms Boon will bring into this series.

Miami Inferno Miami Nights Book 1A LOVE THAT CAN'T BE DENIED...Lorenzo has loved Angel for years, can he
convince her to give him another chance, or will a man bent on revenge destroy their happily ever after before it
begins?A Wounded TemptressAngelina Rugiero loved Lorenzo Delgado with a budding woman's passion, until he broke
her heart. Now she has the life she always dreamed of, or so she thought.A Determined ManLorenzo has loved Angel for
years. He knew that he had to wait for her to grow up. With one thoughtless act on the night of her eighteenth birthday,
he destroyed all hopes of a future, leaving him devastated....and determined to make things right.A Love That Can't Be
DeniedAs Angel goes home to Miami one last time, Lorenzo realizes this is his opportunity to prove his love. Can they
have the life they'd always wanted together, or will a man bent on revenge destroy their happily ever after before it
begins?
A WILD WOLF, A SEXY AS SIN SHIFTER, AND A BOND THEY COULDN'T DENY. Will Jett and Taryn be able to get
their happily ever after, or will it be destroyed by their enemy?A WILD WOLF...Taryn yearned for the freedom to find a
place where she belonged. A place where she was loved and could love without fear. The first time she saw Jett, her
heart and mind knew he was the one for her.A SEXY AS SIN SHIFTER...Jett nearly lost his place in the Mystic Wolves
because of one wild wolf. Now, she's saved his life, and his wolf wants her for their own. Can he trust her not to betray
them all?A BOND THEY COULDN'T DENY...Taryn and Jett fight the attraction they've felt simmering between them, until
danger almost takes what is most precious away... an unyielding love they'd never thought they deserved to have.
When a wolf catches the scent of his mate, he'll do anything to claim and protect her, even if that means protecting the
little Fey from himself.Torq loved being an enforcer for the Mystic Wolves. His job gave him a chance to search for his
mate, but when his mate is revealed, he realizes things aren't always as easy as he'd hoped. Years of waiting and hoping
has honed him into a patient man, and for the injured Fey, he'd wait a lifetime.Talia's tired of hiding, but isn't quite ready
to make that final step as a normal female after years of captivity. Hiding out on the Fey Realm seemed like another form
of being caged, however being caught in the sights of a shifter far larger than any man she'd ever seen was more than
she'd bargained for.Things don't always go as planned, but when the Goddess puts two of her people together, she
assumes things will end up how they should. However, outside forces realize a powerful Fey are within their grasps, and
want what they didn't have...a link to the Fey Realm. Will the wolf and his Fey have a chance to find their happily ever
after, or will they be destroyed before they get the chance?
Dark Lovers Iron Wolves MC Book 5 Raina wanted what every female wanted...As the only daughter of the vampire king,
and a wolf shifter she was given everything she could ask for. Sheltered her entire life. Until her world was turned upside
down as she was kidnapped to become Satan's consort. Creed was equal parts good and bad, or so he said...Being the
son of Satan and an angel, he lived a life filled with death and battle. Each he excelled at, until he saw something he'd
die for. Raina Cordell, his Chosen. What would you do to save those you love? For Creed, he'd give up his eternal soul to
the very being who'd relish in his blood. Raina had searched for hundreds of years for what her parents had, thinking
never to find the one being who would complete her. Just as she finds him, she has a choice. Her life, or his. Will they
survive the coming battle, or will the battle be more than either are willing to sacrifice?
Josiah Turner had just become the Alpha in his pack when his father decided to step down. Things would be incredible
for the young Alpha if he could only find his mate. With the thousands of people who pass through White Wolf Ridge's
resort town, Turner thought he would have met her sooner rather than later, but there's no such luck. It takes a conflict
with another pack for him to finally find the one. Will it work? Can she submit to him and become his mate?
Arynn's Chosen Mate Iron Wolves Book 8 Blurb They say blood is thicker than water, but a bond that's chosen is
stronger than steel. Nothing and nobody can sever those that are forged between ones chosen family. Arynn will prove to
Sheila how true that is. They say love hurts. For a shifter who thinks he's lost it all, it's more than just a saying, it's a
reality. When Arynn is finally reunited with his daughter and finds the one woman created just for him, he swears love
does hurt, but it's a feeling he would give his life to experience. Family is supposed to love and cherish one another.
Sheila never had that growing up. When she became a mother of not just her own child, but her twin sister's as well, she
vows to love them like she'd never been. When you find love that's worth fighting for, you grab it and hold on tight.
Families don't always have to be blood, sometimes ones that are chosen are even more special as they are forged in
love, instead of duty. Can Arynn and Sheila along with their two girls finally find peace as a family, or will the darkness
from their past destroy the goodness they're creating? Warning: Contains a sexy hero who feels EVERYTHING and a
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heroine who loves him even more. Lots of growly men, a crazy Fey Queen and her wolpires. Oh and HELLBOY.
#DONTLOOKDOWN
The Republic,Plato,Classics,prabhat books,low price books,prabhat books on kindle
“I have no doubt this will end up being the best fantasy debut of the year [...] I have absolutely no doubt that [Kuang’s]
name will be up there with the likes of Robin Hobb and N.K. Jemisin.” -- Booknest A Library Journal, Paste Magazine,
Vulture, BookBub, and ENTROPY Best Books of 2018 pick! Washington Post "5 Best Science Fiction and Fantasy Novel
of 2018" pick! A Bustle "30 Best Fiction Books of 2018" pick! A brilliantly imaginative talent makes her exciting debut with
this epic historical military fantasy, inspired by the bloody history of China’s twentieth century and filled with treachery
and magic, in the tradition of Ken Liu’s Grace of Kings and N.K. Jemisin’s Inheritance Trilogy. When Rin aced the
Keju—the Empire-wide test to find the most talented youth to learn at the Academies—it was a shock to everyone: to the
test officials, who couldn’t believe a war orphan from Rooster Province could pass without cheating; to Rin’s guardians,
who believed they’d finally be able to marry her off and further their criminal enterprise; and to Rin herself, who realized
she was finally free of the servitude and despair that had made up her daily existence. That she got into Sinegard—the
most elite military school in Nikan—was even more surprising. But surprises aren’t always good. Because being a darkskinned peasant girl from the south is not an easy thing at Sinegard. Targeted from the outset by rival classmates for her
color, poverty, and gender, Rin discovers she possesses a lethal, unearthly power—an aptitude for the nearly-mythical art
of shamanism. Exploring the depths of her gift with the help of a seemingly insane teacher and psychoactive substances,
Rin learns that gods long thought dead are very much alive—and that mastering control over those powers could mean
more than just surviving school. For while the Nikara Empire is at peace, the Federation of Mugen still lurks across a
narrow sea. The militarily advanced Federation occupied Nikan for decades after the First Poppy War, and only barely
lost the continent in the Second. And while most of the people are complacent to go about their lives, a few are aware
that a Third Poppy War is just a spark away . . . Rin’s shamanic powers may be the only way to save her people. But as
she finds out more about the god that has chosen her, the vengeful Phoenix, she fears that winning the war may cost her
humanity . . . and that it may already be too late.
Some bonds are strong enough to last a lifetime, and change the world. Rory O'Sullivan has spent his life alone. Once upon a
time, he made one real human connection as a gay man. That moment happened in Nazi captivity, and the wolf he escaped with
was a Soviet soldier. They had a taste of what love might mean, but in 1944, personal happiness had to come second to survival.
Now, seventy years later, when he feels the presence of Nikolai, somehow close and needing him after all that time, no one— not
gay Alpha Aaron of the Minneapolis West pack, or rising political threats, or even top Alpha Rick Brown himself— will stop him.
Rory's going to answer the appeal he's waited a lifetime for. Some bonds can't be denied.
Kellen's Tempting Mate Iron Wolves Book 3 A NOT SO NAIVE SHE-WOLF: Laikyn O'Neil has loved Kellen for years. Thinking to
prove her love, she sets out to learn how to be a good submissive, only to find herself needing a savior. THE RELUCTANT
ALPHA: When Kellen Styles finds Laikyn in the last place he expected, he rides to her rescue, but then can't stop his dominant
needs from taking over. Sure that he has moved too soon, he backs off to give Laikyn time to come to terms with the fact that they
are mates. Instead she leaves, thinking he didn't want her. AN UNDENIABLE BOND: Kellen is determined to claim his tempting
mate and earn her forgiveness, and nothing and no one will stand in his way. When their world is suddenly rocked off its axis by
vampires, fey and more, their pack will have to unite with these strangers in order to defeat the beings that threaten those they
love. Elle Boon blew me away with this latest installment in her Iron Wolves series. The story starts out hitting hard and fast and
doesn't let up until the very end. Book Chick Blog Reviews Kellen's Tempting Mate wasn't exactly what I was expecting ... it was
more. It was fast paced and original and we were constantly wondering exactly what would happen next. But, most of all, it was
fun watching Kellen truly fall and Laikyn catching him. Guilty Pleasures Reviews "
About Elle Boon Elle Boon lives in Middle-Merica as she likes to say...with her husband, two kids, and a black lab who is more like
a small pony. She'd never planned to be a writer, but when life threw her a curve, she swerved with it, since she's athletically
challenged. She's known for saying "Bless Your Heart" and dropping lots of F-bombs, but she loves where this new journey has
taken her. She writes what she loves to read, and that is romance, whether it's erotic or paranormal, as long as there is a happily
ever after. Her biggest hope is that after readers have read one of her stories, they fall in love with her characters as much as she
did. She loves creating new worlds, and has more stories just waiting to be written. Elle believes in happily ever afters, and can
guarantee you will always get one with her stories. Connect with Elle online, she loves to hear from you: www.elleboon.com https:
//www.facebook.com/elle.boon https: //www.facebook.com/pages/Elle-Boon-Author/1429718517289545 https:
//twitter.com/ElleBoon1 http: //www.amazon.com/Elle-Boon/e/B00K03HY42/ref=sr_tc_2_0?qid=1415849092&sr=1-2-ent https:
//www.facebook.com/groups/1405756769719931/ https: //www.facebook.com/groups/wewroteyourbookboyfriends/ https:
//www.goodreads.com/author/show/8120085.Elle_Boon www.elleboon.com/newsletter https: //www.bookbub.com/authors/elleboon https: //www.instagram.com/elleboon/
Bodhi's Synful Mate Iron Wolves Book 6 Blurb KARSYN STYLES... aka Syn is tired of waiting on the man she knows is her mate
to claim her. She's going to take matters into her own hands, even if that means teaching the stubborn wolf she's more than just
the alpha's baby sister. BODHI... has fought the feelings he has for the little wolf who's supposed to be like a sister to him. Only
the feelings she's stirred in his body and heart are far from brotherly. He's done everything in his power to keep her at a distance,
even going against everything he and his wolf want, but nothing can tame either man or beast except the one female meant to be
theirs. Just when he is ready to claim his mate, Bodhi's world is rocked as his past comes back with a vengeance. He wasn't born
a wolf, but turned when his family was slaughtered. He'd thought he was all alone in the human world, grateful for his wolven
family, until one fateful encounter. Syn sees the man she loves pulling away. Her heart can't take another rejection, or seeing him
turn to another female for the comfort only she should be giving him. She'll do anything to show him they're meant to be together,
or finally give up. She may love the big wolf, but she's not going to beat her heart against a wall anymore. Neither realize the
danger lurking in the shadows as Bodhi's past is more sinister than either realize. Can the Iron Wolves survive what's coming next,
or will what destroyed Bodhi's past come back to do the same to their future?
For a hidden shifter, falling in love with a man may be the death of them both. Simon Conley knows about being an outcast. Born
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into a secret werewolf pack, he’s the lone gay wolf, an outsider even among his packmates. The top wolves consider him a
perversion, a failure, and a security risk. To survive in the human world, werewolves rely on absolute secrecy, and any breaches of
their code are dealt with swiftly— and violently. So when Simon falls in love with Paul, a human man, even his Alpha's grudging
tolerance won't protect him. He must keep Paul from discovering the truth about him and the secrets the pack jealously guards, or
it’s not just their love that’ll end up dead. (A rerelease of the 2012 novel with light editing and the 1.15 short story included)
He’ll never let her go. Lucy knows the rules. Don’t go out under the full moon. Never travel in the countryside without silver. But
we all make mistakes sometimes… When a sudden storm drives Lucy off the road, she takes shelter in an abandoned castle. The
castle is surrounded by tall silver walls, so she thinks she’s safe. No werewolf can get past silver. But not all walls are meant to
keep things out. Lucy only wanted shelter, but what she finds is a cage—and an alpha werewolf who will never let her go. She
knows she has to escape, but she’s not sure what frightens her most: that the wolf will break her… or that she’ll enjoy it. Ciaran
and Lucy’s steamy story continues in Claimed by the Wolf!
In 1998, William Queen was a veteran law enforcement agent with a lifelong love of motorcycles and a lack of patience with
paperwork. When a “confidential informant” made contact with his boss at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, offering
to take an agent inside the San Fernando chapter of the Mongols (the scourge of Southern California, and one of the most
dangerous gangs in America), Queen jumped at the chance, not realizing that he was kicking-starting the most extensive
undercover operation inside an outlaw motorcycle gang in the history of American law enforcement. Nor did Queen suspect that
he would penetrate the gang so successfully that he would become a fully “patched-in” member, eventually rising through their
ranks to the office of treasurer, where he had unprecedented access to evidence of their criminal activity. After Queen spent
twenty-eight months as “Billy St. John,” the bearded, beer-swilling, Harley-riding gang-banger, the truth of his identity became
blurry, even to himself. During his initial “prospecting” phase, Queen was at the mercy of crank-fueled criminal psychopaths who
sought to have him test his mettle and prove his fealty by any means necessary, from selling (and doing) drugs, to arms trafficking,
stealing motorcycles, driving getaway cars, and, in one shocking instance, stitching up the face of a Mongol “ol’ lady” after a
particularly brutal beating at the hands of her boyfriend. Yet despite the constant criminality of the gang, for whom planning cop
killings and gang rapes were business as usual, Queen also came to see the genuine camaraderie they shared. When his lengthy
undercover work totally isolated Queen from family, his friends, and ATF colleagues, the Mongols felt like the only family he had
left. “I had no doubt these guys genuinely loved Billy St. John and would have laid down their lives for him. But they wouldn’t
hesitate to murder Billy Queen.” From Queen’s first sleight of hand with a line of methamphetamine in front of him and a knife at
his throat, to the fearsome face-off with their decades-old enemy, the Hell’s Angels (a brawl that left three bikers dead), to the
heartbreaking scene of a father ostracized at Parents’ Night because his deranged-outlaw appearance precluded any interaction
with regular citizens, Under and Alone is a breathless, adrenaline-charged read that puts you on the street with some of the most
dangerous men in America and with the law enforcement agents who risk everything to bring them in.
In a world of danger and uncertainty, the Alpha has enough to worry about without him... For Alpha Evie Kitwanasdottir, things are
never easy. The Great North Pack has just survived a deadly attack. Evie is determined to do whatever is necessary to keep her
Pack safe, especially from the four Shifters who are their prisoners. Constantine lost his parents and his humanity on the same
devastating day. He has been a thoughtless killer ever since. When Constantine is moved to live under Evie's watchful eye, he
discovers that taking directions and having a purpose are not the same thing. Each moment spent together brings new revelations
to Constantine, who begins to understand the loneliness of being Alpha. He finds strength and direction in helping Evie, but there
is no room for a small love in the Pack, so Constantine must work harder than ever to prove to Evie he is capable of a love big
enough for the Great North Pack itself. The Legend of All Wolves Series: The Last Wolf (Book 1) A Wolf Apart (Book 2) Forever
Wolf (Book 3) Season of the Wolf (Book 4) Praise for Maria Vale: "Prepare to be rendered speechless."—Kirkus Reviews for
Forever Wolf "Pushes boundaries, and keeps you at the edge of your seat."—TERRY SPEAR, USA Today bestselling author, for
The Last Wolf "Wonderfully unique and imaginative. I was enthralled!"—JEANIENE FROST, New York Times bestselling author, for
The Last Wolf "Raw, wild, and intense—captivating to the final page."—AMANDA BOUCHET, USA Today bestselling author, for The
Last Wolf "Enthralling and exciting...the intricate culture and social mores of the Pack elevate Vale's series."—Booklist for A Wolf
Apart "A brilliant job of developing werewolf culture...Vale's nuanced exploration of werewolf concepts elevates this work above
others in the genre."—Publishers Weekly for A Wolf Apart
Violence and death come to the land under the Northern Sky when two fierce races break their age-old fragile peace and start an all-out war
in this thrilling and savagely visceral epic fantasy. Beyond the Black River, among the forests and mountains of the north, lives an ancient
race of people. Their lives are measured in centuries, not decades; they revel in wilderness and resilience, and they scorn wealth and
comfort. By contrast, those in the south live in the moment, their lives more fleeting. They crave wealth and power; their ambition is limitless,
and their cunning unmatched. When the armies of the south flood across the Black river, the fragile peace between the two races is
shattered. On a lightning-struck battlefield, the two sides will fight - for their people, for their land, for their very survival. Under the Northern
SkyThe Wolf.
What if Red Riding Hood didn't fall in love with one Big Bad Wolf but three? I've been a city girl my entire life. But when my grandmother got
sick, I didn't think twice before packing my bags and moving to Crimson Hollow, a small town in West Virginia. Two years later, I'm still here
and finally adjusting to the quiet life. Only there's nothing ordinary about this town. A walk in the woods proved almost deadly and left me
changed forever. I was attacked by a rogue wolf, and now, I belong to the Crimson Hollow pack. I'm a shifter. To make matters worse, my
arrival in the pack created a rift among the wolves, making it impossible to tell friend from foe, including the three alpha's sons who have
taken a keen interest in me. If dealing with all that wasn't enough, wolves are disappearing. We must discover who is behind it, or there won't
be a pack left to fight over.
After the collapse of civilization, when the social fabric of America has come apart in bloody rags, when every man's hand is raised against
another, and only the strong survive. "Jeebee" Walther was a scientist, a student of human behavior, who saw the Collapse of the world
economy coming, but could do nothing to stop it. Now he must make his way across a violent and lawless America, in search of a refuge
where he can keep the spark of knowledge alive in the coming Dark Age. He could never make it on his own, but he has found a companion
who can teach him how to survive on instinct and will. Jeebee has been adopted by a great Gray Wolf.
The Iron Dream is a metafictional 1972 alternate history novel by Norman Spinrad. The book has a nested narrative that tells a story within a
story. On the surface, the novel presents an unexceptional science fiction action tale entitled Lord of the Swastika. This is a pro-fascist
narrative written by an alternate history version of Adolf Hitler, who in this timeline emigrated from Germany to America and used his modest
artistic skills to become first a pulp-SF illustrator and later a science fiction writer in the L. Ron Hubbard mold (telling lurid, purple-prosed
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adventure stories under a thin SF-veneer). Spinrad seems intent on demonstrating just how close Joseph Campbell's Hero with a Thousand
Faces-and much science fiction and fantasy literature- an be to the racist fantasies of Nazi Germany. The nested narrative is followed by a
faux scholarly analysis by a fictional literary critic, Homer Whipple, of New York University.
[Menage Amour: Erotic Fantasy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, F/M/F elements not involving the main characters, paranormal elements,
gods, spanking, HEA]Max and Malcolm King had been part of an Elite group of twelve men created by Zeus, called the Ravens of War. When
they were no longer needed they were sent to Earth in hopes they'd find happiness. After hundreds of years, they'd given up hope of finding
their Fated, until they met Selena Ramos. But the Gods aren't done with them. Zeus needs them to find his lost daughter and time is running
out for all of them. As the three lovers are consumed with passion, they find themselves thrust in a fight for their lives. Cronus the dethroned
King of the Gods has found the missing Goddess and plans to use her as the ultimate weapon for revenge. He'll use her to regain the throne
on Mount Olympus, killing his son Zeus at the same time. Max and Malcolm are willing to do anything, even share Selena, but they will die
before they give her up. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Royally TwistedA Royal MC NovellaA broken hearted Ivy will need more than just flowery words to see she's worthy of love, and Tymber is
just the man who will show her that she's stronger, than she knows. Ivy needs a warrior...leaves one home and runs to the only other home
she's ever known, until tragedy strikes, leaving her spinning with nothing to catch her this time. Her best friend taking his life and the family
she thought loved her like one of their own pointing accusing fingers toward her leaves her with an emptiness she's felt only one other
time.Tymber is a survivor, a fighter... He's fought wars in foreign countries, lost his mother to breast cancer and still he fought. Now, as a man
who prides himself on being strong, he battled with insecurities after finding himself facing that same diseaseA chance meeting...Tymber
knew the moment he sees Ivy something is different with her. She wasn't broken, just a little bent and he is just the man to fix her. He just
didn't know how close he'd been to losing her before he'd gotten the chance to find her. Together, they'll learn to love again while freeing
themselves from an MC who didn't like to lose."A must read story," New York Times bestselling author LORA LEIGH"Ms. Boon always writes
a fantastic story". USA Bestselling Author PATRICIA RASEY"Elle Boon's MC, has it all--dangerous, compelling men, and smart, sassy
women." New York Times & USA bestselling author N.j. Walters.
***Warning: Contains a shifter that doesn't want a mate and a tiny human who's more than a handful "wink." Will they find beauty in the ashes
as the fire settles, or will they go up in flames? Coti's a shifter, but he's so much more than meets the eye. NeNe's a human who's ready for a
change, however is she ready for all that Coti will bring? The Iron Wolves will face an enemy bent on destroying them in a way no one
expected. When the dust settles, and battle lines have been drawn, Coti and NeNe will find who can be trusted and who can't.
What if Red Riding Hood didn't fall in love with one Big Bad Wolf but three?I've been a city girl my entire life. But when my grandmother got
sick, I didn't think twice before packing my bags and moving to Crimson Hollow, a small town in West Virginia. Two years later, I'm still here
and finally adjusting to the quiet life. Only there's nothing ordinary about this town.A walk in the woods proved almost deadly and left me
changed forever. I was attacked by a rogue wolf, and now, I belong to the Crimson Hollow pack. I'm a shifter. To make matters worse, my
arrival in the pack created a rift among the wolves, making it impossible to tell friend from foe, including the three alpha's sons who have
taken a keen interest in me. If dealing with all that wasn't enough, wolves are disappearing. We must discover who is behind it, or there won't
be a pack left to fight over.

"A witty rom-com reinvention ... with deeply relatable insights on family pressure and growing up.” - Emily Wibberley and
Austin Siegemund-Broka, authors of Always Never Yours and If I’m Being Honest “An adorable debut that updates a
classic romantic trope with a buzzy twist." - Jenn Bennett, author of Alex, Approximately and Serious Moonlight A fresh,
irresistible rom-com from debut author Emma Lord about the chances we take, the paths life can lead us on, and how
love can be found in the opposite place you expected. Meet Pepper, swim team captain, chronic overachiever, and allaround perfectionist. Her family may be falling apart, but their massive fast-food chain is booming — mainly thanks to
Pepper, who is barely managing to juggle real life while secretly running Big League Burger’s massive Twitter account.
Enter Jack, class clown and constant thorn in Pepper’s side. When he isn’t trying to duck out of his obscenely popular
twin’s shadow, he’s busy working in his family’s deli. His relationship with the business that holds his future might be
love/hate, but when Big League Burger steals his grandma’s iconic grilled cheese recipe, he’ll do whatever it takes to
take them down, one tweet at a time. All’s fair in love and cheese — that is, until Pepper and Jack’s spat turns into a viral
Twitter war. Little do they know, while they’re publicly duking it out with snarky memes and retweet battles, they’re also
falling for each other in real life — on an anonymous chat app Jack built. As their relationship deepens and their online
shenanigans escalate — people on the internet are shipping them?? — their battle gets more and more personal, until
even these two rivals can’t ignore they were destined for the most unexpected, awkward, all-the-feels romance that
neither of them expected.
The thrilling Newbery Medal–winning classic about an Eskimo girl lost on the Alaskan tundra Julie of the Wolves is a
staple in the canon of children’s literature and the first in the Julie trilogy. The survival theme makes it a good pick for
fans of wilderness adventures such as My Side of the Mountain, Hatchet, or Island of the Blue Dolphins. This edition,
perfect for classroom or home use, includes John Schoenherr’s original scratchboard illustrations throughout, as well as
bonus materials such as an introduction written by Jean Craighead George’s children, the author’s Newbery acceptance
speech, selections from her field notebooks, a discussion guide, and a further reading guide. To her small Eskimo village,
she is known as Miyax; to her friend in San Francisco, she is Julie. When her life in the village becomes dangerous,
Miyax runs away, only to find herself lost in the Alaskan wilderness. Miyax tries to survive by copying the ways of a pack
of wolves and soon grows to love her new wolf family. Life in the wilderness is a struggle, but when she finds her way
back to civilization, Miyax is torn between her old and new lives. Is she Miyax of the Eskimos—or Julie of the wolves?
Don't miss any of the books in Jean Craighead George's groundbreaking series: Julie of the Wolves, Julie, and Julie's
Wolf Pack.
Recently voted the greatest fantasy of all time, after The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, Gene Wolfe's The Book of
the New Sun is an extraordinary epic, set a million years in the future, on an Earth transformed in mysterious and
wondrous ways, in a time when our present culture is no longer even a memory. Severian, the central character, is a
torturer, exiled from his guild after falling in love with one of his victims, and journeying to the distant city of Thrax, armed
with his ancient executioner's sword, Terminus Est. This edition contains the second two volumes of this four volume
novel, The Sword of the Lictor and The Citadel of the Autarch.
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Joni and Atlas are two shifters from different worlds...but when they find each other and realize they're truemates, nothing
short of an apocalypse will stop them from claiming each other. Joni's...wolf has been beaten out of her. Her friends have
all found truemates. Mystic no longer feels like home, and to top it off, the shifter she knows is her mate has turned tail
and ran from her. She's tired of being the one left behind, this time, she's going to be the one to leave and find her own
destiny even if that means being alone for the rest of her life. However, she finds a crew who not only takes her in, they
show her just what it means to stand and fight for herself. Atlas...has always known his destiny was to become the alpha
of the White Bear Clan. At the age of seven he'd not only lost his father; his bear became a beast that his entire family
feared. For years, he searched for his truemate, finding her in a tiny package that was sure to set his clan on its ears. By
the time he returned to claim her, she was gone. When Atlas finds Joni with a menagerie of shifters, he's ready to battle
them all, until he realizes they've taken her in as one of hers. As his troubles follow him, her new pack fight alongside
Atlas and Joni. But when the last shifter falls, will they still have the bond that brought them together? ***Warning***
Contains lots of action, crazy shifters, bears, wolves, and a crazy dragon named Lula along with Fey Queen and her two
mates and even...babies in purple sparkly baby carriages "wink". NightOwl Reviews Top Pick Ms. Boon's motorcycle
shifter series is probably one of her best and is one of my favorites. I love the romance, the falling in love and the
exploring of each other. BookChick Blog Reviews This series is exceptional, and I highly recommend it for lovers of
paranormal romance.
HE WAS HER KNIGHT IN BLACK LEATHER. SHE WAS HIS CHANCE AT REDEMPTION. TOGETHER THEY WERE
GUNPOWDER AND FLAMES, READY TO TORCH ANYONE AND ANYTHING THAT STOOD IN THEIR WAY. COSMO
WAS MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE...To those who didn't know him he looked like a rich playboy with too much time on
his hands. However, to his brothers, he's the guy they called when they needed a private jet, or someone to back them
up, no questions asked. Now it's his turn for some no questions asked backup. DAITAI TRADED ONE HELL FOR
ANOTHER...She had thought a savior had come at the last hour, offering her a lifeline when she knew her there was no
other way out. Only the reality of her situation went from totally screwed, to royally f**ked in the blink of an eye with an
entire ocean between everything and everyone she knew. WHEN YOUR WORLD SHATTERS...Cosmo knew his
brothers thought he was a playboy with too much money, yet they accepted him. His club president had given him a lot of
leeway when it came to the Royal Bastards until he brought a load of trouble to their doorstep. The choice between the
woman who sets his blood on fire or walking away from the only real brotherhood was easy. Blood didn't make you
family. He had to show his MC where is loyalty lay and keep the woman he planned to claim as his. They were supposed
to be untouchable. Their club unbreakable. But there's more than one faction searching for the woman Cosmo's claimed.
He's willing to risk it all to keep her safe, even when the stakes are high, the game is deadly and at the end some could
be left F**ked or worse. COSMO has always had a feeling when he fell, he'd be an all or nothing man. DAITAI hadn't
known she could feel for a man the way she does Cosmo. The term ride or die became her motto, and she was willing to
risk it all, even her life to be with him. ??? Royally F**Ked is all New Steamy Gritty MC Romance with the inked bad boys
you love. If you love a dirty talkin', tough-as-nails, sexy-as-get-out, smooth-as-hell hero who'll rock your world and a
wicked ride, then the Royal Sons will deliver. If you like your heroes to be tattooed bad boys, then you're sure to love this
story. From USA Today Bestselling Author Elle Boon Author grab this thrilling jaw-dropping love story for the ages. ???
?A must read story," New York Times bestselling author LORA LEIGH ?Ms. Boon always writes a fantastic story". USA
Today Bestselling Author PATRICIA A. RASEY ?Elle Boon's MC, has it all-dangerous, compelling men, and smart, sassy
women." New York Times & USAT bestselling author N.J. Walters.
FireStarterSmokeJumpers 1A burning passion ignites, but will they survive long enough to explore it, or will danger douse
the flames of one kind, only to fan the other.A BURNING DESIRE Keanu Raine is a Fire Elemental who uses his powers
to fight the biggest forest fires in the country, but he has no clue how to fight the fierce blaze Cammie stirs in his soul.A
WOMAN'S LOVECammie Masters has never forgotten her girlhood crush for Keanu, but what she feels now is a
woman's desire. Can she trust he'll stay, or will he blow out of town like he's done every other time?A DANGER THEY
NEVER EXPECTEDAn investigation into the arson plaguing their hometown is heating up, and so is their relationship.
Soon becomes clear that Cammie isn't just a bystander, she is a target. As Keanu tries to uncover the truth, things turn
deadly, and as the smoke clears there is more than just one elemental who has their sights set on Cammie.Berserker's
RageSmokeJumpers 2A CORE OF STEEL Hal Aldridge has always hidden his other half, but when he saves a woman
beaten beyond recognition, he embraces his inner berserker. She calls to his soul more than any other.A HIDDEN
STRENGTH Hospitalized for months, Felicity Evans holds onto the only thing that seems real. The voice of the man who
kept her sane through the darkness. A LIMITLESS LOVE Finally coming together, the couple realize the love that could
be found in each other's arms. Their passion flares brighter than the California sun, and there is no turning back.
However danger once again finds Felicity, and Hal and his team of supernatural beings will do anything to bring her
home safe. Bonus: A SmokeJumpers ChristmasA snowstorm, a baby, a fire elemental, and a shifter. Can Keanu save
them all when the forces of nature rock their world, or will the elements destroy their happily ever after?
Slater's Enchanted Mate Iron Wolves 4 Blurb Wounded and hidden for years, LeeLee had found acceptance within her
wolf. She learned firsthand the harsh reality of never being loved, and vowed to protect her heart, and body from
suffering the same pain ever again. Never one to back down, Slater O'Neil loves life. When he meets his mate in wolf
form, he never thought claiming her would be quite so hard. Yet he'll gladly battle an unknown evil more sinister than the
horror movies he enjoys. After finally finding the other half of his soul, he'll pay any price to protect the woman meant to
be his. True love doesn't always come easy, and for these two shifters, they'll need more than just love to make it work.
LeeLee was just a child when she witnessed a horror no child should, but revisiting old hurts don't always heal old
wounds. When you stir a hornet's nest, you should always be prepared for what might come out. In LeeLee and Slater's
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case, they are totally unprepared to step into a whole different reality. One where the ones who should love and protect,
are the ones out to kill for their own gain.
Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl who lived alone for eighteen years on an isolated island off the
California coast when her tribe emigrated and she was left behind.
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